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11 !-Eoman Pit at the South-West of the Mitre Yard, Lancaster

by D.C.A. Shotter (with contributions by Felicity ~ild,
A.J. White and
K. Hartley.)

The last stages of earth-moving in the South-Western quarter
of the Mitre Yard site, revealed a section through what was clearly
part of the early military occupation of the Castle Hill site (see
T.W. Potter in Contrebis 11 (1974), 21 ff). In May 1974, further
work showed that the Roman levels at the extreme southern end had
been substantially destroyed by cellar-building. However, to the
south of the previously reported section, a large pit was cut through
by the Developers' Machinery. This pit was located at a point 0.3 metres
from the western boundary wall of the Mitre Yard and 16.5 metres from
its frontage on to St. Mary Gate. It reached a maximum depth 2 metres
below the 1973 tarmac surface. It contained a great deal of burnt
material, including daub, some building material, bone and a large
amount of pottery.

This note is included because the pottery represents a large
and dateab1e group. It is divided below into two groups, because
although it clearly all comes from the same pit, it was recovered on
two separate occasions.
(All pottery drawings are by DaVid Lengley.)

a) The Samian Ware: by Felicity Wild (fig. 7)

(Group 1)

The group as a whole can be dated to the Trajanic period. The
three sherds of Central Gaulish ware from Les ¥mrtres-de-Veyre put
the date into the early years of the second century A.D. The rest
of the group is late FlaVian or Trajanic, and is quite consistent with
the type of ware which must have been in use in the early years of the
second century A.D.

1. (fig. a)

Form 37, South Gaulish. One fragment, showing panel decoration,
with the griffin (0.879), and panels of vertical chevrons and leaf tips,
surmounting a basal wreath. The basal wreath motif was used by

M. Crestio (Knorr 1952, Taf.19C)t who also used the griffin and verticalrows of chevrons (ibid., Taf.19AJ. The chevrons and leaf tips occur
together with the same basal wreath on a signed bowl of his in
Maastricht huseum. The upper part of the decoration does not survive
on this sherd, but the probability is that, like the other bowl, it was
in horizontal zones. £. A.D. 80-100

2. (fig. b and c)

Form 37, South Gaulish. Six sherds from the same bowl in the
style of M. Crestio. The ovolo is either trident-tongued, or, as
appears from the impressions on the left-hand side of the sherd,
possibly four-pronged, a characteristic ovolo of this potter. The
decoration consists of Panels containing hare (0.2079) and hound (0.1931)
over griffin (0.879), and reversed festoon probably containing the Nile
goose (0.2244) over vertical zones of chevrons and leaf tips. The
hare, hound and griffin were all used by M. Crestio, and the chevrons
and leaf tips occur together with the same basal wreath on a signed
bowl of his in Maastricht Museum. £. A.D. 8Q-IOO
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3. Form 27, South Gaulish. FlaVian or Trajanic. (Not illustrated)

4. Form 18, South Gaulish. Flavian or Trajanic. (Not illustrated)

5. Rim fragment from bowl, probably from form 37 or 30, South
Gaulish. FlaVian or Trajanic. (Not illustrated)

6. Form 15/17, Central Gaulish, in the fabric of Les Martres-de-Veyre.
This form ceased to be made in South Gaul after the early
FlaVian period, except in the more spreading form with a
rouletted circle round the centre of the base, form l5/l7R.
This example, however, is undoubtedly in the fabric of
Lea Martres-de-Veyre, which started to export samian £. A.D. 100.
A number of other pre- early-Flavian forms are lmown to have been
made at Les Martres-de-Veyre, such as form 29 and 22, long after
they had ceased to be made in the South of Gaul. The date of
this piece is likely to be early second century A.D.

7. Form 18, Central Gaulish, in the fabric of Les Martres-de-Veyre.
Fragments from two examples. Early second century A.D.

(Group 2)

R. Knorr, Terra-Sigillata-Gef~sse des ersten
Jahrhunderts mit T8pfernamen (1952)

These sherds are clearly a part of the same group as those from
the 1974 excavations, and are of similar date.

1. (fig. e)

Form 27g, South Gaulish, stamped with an illiterate stamp VIII~.
The date is likely to be Flavian.

2. (fig. d)

Form 27g, South·Gaulish, with a fragmentary stamp which also
appears to be illiterate. Flavian or Trajanic.

Form 18, South Gaulish. Flavian. (Not illustrated)

Form 18/31, Central Gaulish, in the fabric of Les Martres-de-Veyre.
Trajanic or early Hadrianic. (Not illustrated)
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b) Coarse Pottery: by A.J. White (figs. 8 and 9)

(Group 1)

1.
Cooking-pot lid in light grey hard fabric with dark grey to black

surface. A reduced fabric probably from the auxiliary Kiln-site at
Quernmore, which may, in common with others, have been closed down in
the princ1pate of Hadrian.

Black-Burnished cooking pot with an incised wavy line below the
rim. This fabric first appeared in the North c. 120 A.D. and on
normal typological grounds this example would seem somewhat later.
Possibly Antonine?

Large narrow-mouthed jar in a soft buff fabric. The rim form is
characteristic of the late 1st early 2nd century. cf. Gillam 27 80-130 A.D.

3.

. 4.
Jar in grey fabric with black surface.

Possibly a rusticated form when complete.
Rim internally ledged.
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A Hadrianic-

FabricCarinated bowl with a hollowed rather than reed.d rim.
as No. 1. cf. Gill•• 215· 80-125 A.D.

5. Black-Burnished dish with a broad flat rim.
Antonine form.

6.

cf. Gi11am 294

earliest7. Black-Burnished bowl with a broad flat rim. One of the
type. in this fabric to reach the Northern military market.
cf. Burrow-in-Lonsdale 1947 No. 11 Hadrianic-Antonine.

B.
S.gmental bowl in same fabric as nos. 1 and 6.

120-150 A.D.

9. Lug-handle in s1a11ar fabric to no. 2 and possibly from the same
vessel.

Sp11 nU
10. Small flatt.ned slab of hard micac.ous stone. One end broken,
the other much worn with use. Perhaps used for mixing ointments?

.ot illu'trat,d

Flagon-n.ck, 'baseof mortariwa, various wall-sherds, and part of
a very worn quem-stone.

(Group 2)

11. Poppy-head beaker in light brown fabric with golden mica-dusted
surface. An unusual combination and no close dating possible.

12. Jar or beaker in thin grey fabric with blue-black polished surface
and an incised line pattern. Late 1st - early 2nd centur1.

13. Rusticated jar in a fabric similar to nos. 1, 6 and B in Group 1.
The rustication, as is common among examples from Lancaster, takes the
fora of applied ,trips. 80-130 A.D.

14. Neck of a large jar? in an orange-pink fabric, possibly a
Queramore product.

15. Lid-seated jar in a very hard grey fabric. The rim has sagged
in several places, possibly through faulty stacking in the kiln.
cf. Gill•• 109 90-130 A.D.

16.
Campanulate bowl with double exterior bead rim. Cream fabric

with reddish inclusions. The best parallels (cf. Eburacwa fig. 73
no. Xl, 4) are Antonine.

17.
Jar in grey fabric With burnished outer surface and inner edge

of lip. Hadrianic?

lB. Tall carinat.d vessel in hard grey fabric.· For general type
cf. Gill•• 177 120-140 A.D.

19. Rough-cast b.aker in buff fabric with brown surface.
Lat. 1st-mid-2nd century A.D.

20.
Large bowl with a re.ded rim and marks of horizontal lug-handle.

Boft er••• fabric. An unusual type but pr.s•••.bly of sill1lardate to
oth.r reeded-rim bowls. i. 80-125 A.D.
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Roman Coarse Pottery Vessels in
Britain' Newcastle 1970.

Not illustrated

Sherds of mortarium, rusticated jars, Black-Burnished dishes
and cooking-pots.

Conclusions

Without the correlation of the samian the two groups would not
appear to have much in common. Group 2 contains a number of unusual
vessels and is thus harder to date accurately.

It is obVious that the samian is in general much earlier than the
coarse wares. This will in part reflect the longer average lifetime
of samian, but it is possible that the groups represent a 'tidying-up'
of the site, hence the wide range of dates. The latest pieces appear
to be of Antonine date and the presence of BB in quantity, provides
a useful terminus post quem of c. 120 A.D. While the earliest pieces
are of types current on 'Agricolan' sites. Clearly much work is
required before accurate dating within the period 80-130 A.D. can be
provided: this is absolutely crucial if an understanding of post
Agricolan campaigns is to be obtained.
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c) Mortariue by K.F. Rartley (fig. 9 no. 21)

A well-worn mortarium in cream fabric with thick pink core with
buff slip, some quartz, red, brown and grey trituratiollgritsurVives.
The retrograde name-stamp and counterstamp (€ecit) are from the most
commonly used dies ot G. Attius Marinus. Marinus started his career
in the vicinity of Colchester, moved to Radlett, (1) and then to the
Mancetter-Hartshill potteries in Warwickshire. This example is from
the Warwickshire potteries, where he must have been one of the earliest
potters. His Colchester and Radlett products suggest that he started
making mortaria £. A.D. 90-95. A midland stamp from Brough-on-Noe, is
from a deposit dated earlier than A.D. 125 (information kindly
supplied by J.P. Gillam) and another from Elsack 1s also earlier than
A.D. 125, when there was a break in the occupation (2). Marinus's
midland production must be dated c. A.D. 100.130. Since the details
of the stamps on this mortarium are so clear, it must have been
stamped when the die was in good condition, probably, therefore,
before A.D. 120.

Notes

1. Proc. Soc. Antig, LoP9' 2nd. series XVII (1898-9), 266,
Bull. No, 5 of the Institute of ArchaeologY. 36.

2. In common with many other Pennine forts, eg. Bainbridge,
Ilk1ey and Brough-on-Noe: B.R. Rartley, The Roman
Occupation of Scotland in Britannia Ill, (1972), 25.
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